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OPINION 

I. Summary 

GTE California IncorpOrated (GTEC) filed a petition to 
modify Decision (D.) 89-10"-031 (33'CPUC2d 43) on'August 4, 1993, 
GTEC's petition for modification seeks to eliminate the ordering 
paragraphs in D.89-10-031 which require that fiber optic cable 
(fiber) deployment beyond the fe~der be preapproved by this 
commission. PAcific'Beli(pacific) joined in GTEC's petition. 

A review of the significant changes that have taken place 
since the adoption of D.89-10-031 convince us that the fiber 
preapproval ,requirement is no longer needed. Therefore; this 
decision grants GTEC's petition to eliminate the fiber preapproval 
requirement from D.89-10-031. 

II. Procedural Background 

on August 4, 1993, GTEC filed its petition to modify 
D.69-10-031 (33 CPuc2d 43). GTEC's petition seeks to remove 
ordering pa~agraphs ~4, 25, and 26 of that decision. (See 33 
CPUC2d at 236-237.) Those three ordering paragraphs imposed upon 
GTEC and Pacific a requirement that they first seek Commission 
approval before investing in fiber-beyond-the-feeder system. 1 

fiber-beyond-the-feeder is sometimes referred to as fiber in the 
loop or fiber in the distribution network. In the telephone 
industry, the loop or the distribution portion generally refers·to 

1 For simplicity's sake, we refer to all three fiber preapproval 
requirements in the singular. 
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the last mile or so of cable that exists between the feeder portion 
of the network, and the customer. 

Protests to GTEC's petition for modification were filed 
by the California Committee for Large Telecommunications Consumers 
(CCLTC),2 California Cable Television Association (CCTA) , Mel 
Telecommunications Corporation (Mel), and T6ward Utility Rate 
Normalization-, which is now known as The Utility Reform Network 
(TURN) • 

Shortly before the prehearing conference of December 14, 
1993, the Commission issued a Report to the Governor entitled 
"Enhancing California's Competitive Strength: A Strategy For 
Telecommunications Infl"astructure" '(Infrastructure Repoi-t). The 
purpose of the repOrt was to respond to the GoVernor's request for 
the Commission to develop a comprehensive strategy to promote the 
development of an advanced public telecommunications network for 
California. 

At the prehearing conference of December 14, 1993, 
Pacific joined in GTEC's petition for modification of D.89-10-031. 
During that prehearing conference, the issues to be addressed in 
the evidentiary hearing were identified as cross-subsidy, basic
rate impact, shareholder versus ratepayer risk, and economic 
impact. 

On December 24, 1993, CCTA filed a separate petition to 
n\odify D.89-10-031. CCTA's petition sought to expand the 
preapproval requirement to include investments in coaxial cable 
beyond the feeder system. In 0.94-08-029, the Commission denied 
CCTA's petition to expand the preapproval requirement to include 

2 originally, the California Bankers Clearing House and the 
County of Los Angeles filed the protest to the petition for 
modification. The members of the California Bankers Clearing HOuse 
and the county of LOs Nlgeles then joined CCLTC, which is now one 
of the protestants. 
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coaxial cable beyond the feeder. The Commission stated, among 
other things, that it was premature to consider imposing a 
preapproval requit.-ement for coaxial cable investments beyond the 
feeder until the pending issue of whether the fiber preapproval 
requirement should be eliminated was resolved. ceTA's application 
for rehearing of 0.94~08-029 was denied in 0.94-12-055. 

After several delays, the evidentiary hearings into 
GTEC's petition for modification of 0.89-10-031 began on 
February 27, 1995, and concluded on March 10, 1995. A number of 
exhibits were admitted into evidence during the hearings.) The 
matter was submitted upon the filing of concurrent reply briefs on 
May 9, 1995. 

On May 9, 1995. GTBC mailed the' assigned Administrative 
Law Judge (ALJ) a copy of the Federal Communication Commission's 
(FCC) "Order and Authori.zation" pertaining to GTEC's video dialtone 
(VDT) application. That FCC order was adopted on April 28, 1995, 
and released on May 5, 1995. GTEC requests that official notice be 
taken of this FCC Order and Authorization. Similarly, on 
September 1, 1995, CCTA submitted a request to take official notice 
of the FCC's "Order and Authorization fl pertaining to Pacifi.c·s four 
VOT applications. That FCC order was adopted on July 18, 1995, and 
released on August 15, 1995. 

In late 199) and early 1994, both GTEC and Pacific filed 
applications with the FCC to construct, operate, and maintain 
facilities to provide VDT service in selected communities in 
california. Both of these broadband networks propose the use of a 

3 Exhibit 72-PC contained Bellcore proprietary information. 
Admission of that exhibit was deferred until Pacific's counsel 
confirmed with Bellcore that it had no objection to the exhibit 
being received into evidence under seal. Pacific subsequently 
confirmed with Bellcore that it had no objection to the admission 
of Exhibit 7~-PC under seal. Accordingly, Exhibit 72-PC shall be 
received into evidence. 
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hybrid fiber-coaxial cable (HFC) architecture. The HFC 
architecture would utilize fiber from the centl.-al office to an 
optical/electrical node located in the neighborhood. Each node 

would serve approximately 500 homes. From the node, the signals 
would then be carried on coaxial cable to the customer's home. 

We shall take official notice of both of these FCC 

orders. 4 

Transcript corrections were submitted by GTBC, Pacific, 

and CCTAon March 24, 1995. Since no one has objected to any of 

the proposed corrections, those corrections will be made to the 
reporter's transcript. 

The proposed deoision of the assigned ALJ was mailed to 

the parties on May 13, 1997. Comments to the proposed decision 
were filed bYGTEC, Roseville Telephone Company (Roseville), and 

TURN. Reply comments were filed by GTBC and Pacific. Their 

comments are addressed later in this decision. 

III. Should the Preapproval Requirement be Lifted? 

A. The Preapproval Requirement 
In 1989, the Commission adopted a new regulatory 

framework (NRF) for GTBC and Pacific in 0.89-10-031 (33 CPUC~d 43). 

The NRF decision replaced the traditional cost-of-service 
regulation thatGTBC and Pacific had been formerly regulated under. 

The NRFi as adopted in 1989, was centered around a price cap 
indexing mechanism, with a sharing with ratepayers of any excess 
earnings above a specified benchmark rate-of-rcturn level. 

4 Although section 302(b) (3) of the Telecommunications Act of 
1996 terminated the VDT requirements that the FCC issued in FCC 
Docket No. 87-266, the act did not terminate any of the VDT systems 
that were approved before the enactment of this act. 
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In order to encourage GTEC and Pacific to become more 
efficient in their operations, adjustment of pl.-ices in the price 
cap mechanism was tied to the Gross National PrOduct Price Index 
(GNPPI) reduced by a productivity adjustment of 4.5\. The price 
cap mechanism also included a "Z" factor adjustment which was 
designed to allow rate adjustments for a limited category of 
exogenous factors which are neither reflected in the GNPPI nor 
under management control. S 

The NRF decision also eliminated Commission preapproval 
of telephone network investments except for fiber-beyond-the
feeder. 6 In imposing a preapproval requirement for fiber-beyond
the-feeder, the Commission stated in part that: 

"Because of the magnitude of investment needed 
to offer new services dependent on a fiber-to
the-customer infrastructure, as well as 
possible technical issues, we require the local 
eXchange carriers to file applications for 
authority to offer such services prior to 
making any investment In fiber-beyond-the
feeder system, other than small-scale trials or 
fiber which the Corr~ission has found to be cost 
effective in the provision of traditional local 
exchange carrier services. 

u ••• No cost-effectiveness determination is 
required for a local exchange carrier's 
provision of fiber optic facilities to a 
specific business property where the customer 
bears the full cost of the installation. Also 
excepted from this application requirement are 
truly exceptional circumstances where unusual 
physical conditions such as a high water table 

S Subsequent decisions have modified portions of the formula 
including the index used to adjust productivity, the level of 
productivity adjustment and the criteria for "z" fact6:t." adjustment, 
none of which alter the discussion or conclusions in this decision. 

6 The definition of what is the feeder portion, and the question 
of which part is the distribution or beyond-the-feeder portion, 
\to'ere addressed in D.91-03-020 and D.91-11-018. 
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or isolated rural faoilities with very long 
distribution circuits make the use of fiber 
clearly more practical and efficient than the 
alternatives, so long as the deployment of 
fiber does not connect directly to the customer 
service drop." (33 CPUC2d at 204-205.) 

The above quoted fiber preapproval discussion was 
incorporated into 01"dering pal.'agraphs 24, 25, and 26 of 
D. 89-10- 031, which state in pertinent pa"rt: 

"24. Pacific and GTEC shall request authority 
to provide new services dependent on a . 
fiber-to-the-custorner infrastl.~ucture prior 
to making any investment in fiber-beyon~
the-leeder system, other than small-scale 
trials or fiber which is cost effective in 
the provision of traditional local 
exchange carrier services .... 

"25. Pacific and GTEC shall file advice lette1"S 
in accordance with General Order 96-A to 
request authority before they invest in 
fiber-beyond-the-feeder system due to 
unusual physical conditions •••. 

"26. Pacific and GTEC shall file applications 
in the Expedited Application DOcket to 
request authority before they invest in 
fiber-beyond-the-feeder system to provide 
traditional local exchange carrier 
services." (33 CPUC2d at ~36-237.) 

In adopting the NRF, the Commission stated that: 
"Because r~tes will be set in a manner independent of utility 
actions, the new framework creates a strong profit-driven incentive 
for the utility to manage its operations in the most efficient 
manner possible." (33 CPuc2d at 60.) As for the elimination of 
preapproval for telephone network investments other than fiber
beyond-the-feeder, the commission said that should If ••• encourage 
the local exchange carrier to aggressively pursue new technolOgies 
and services to take fuller adva~tage of the economies of scale and 
scope inherent in the local exchange network, with benefits 
accruing to the entire california economy." (Id., at p. 151.) 
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B. Positions of the Parties 
1. GTEC·s position 

GTEC takes the position that the fiber pl.'eapPl'oval 
requirement is inconsistent with bOth the structure and incentives 
of the new regulatory framework, as well as the direction in which 
telecommunications regulation in California is headed. GTEC 
contends that the technical and cost issues mentioned by the 
Commission in D.89-10-031 are no longer relevant reasons for 
imposing the fiber preapproval requirement. 

GTEC points out that there have been rapid technological 
changes in recent years. With respect to fiber technology, GTEC 
claims that this has led to lower costs. Internal studies by both 
Pacific and GTEC, as well as other industry studies, show that 
fiber is, or will soori be, cost effective with copper in the 
distribution network. GTEC contends that the use of fiber 
technology has 'many advantages in differe'nt kinds of applications, 
and that local telephone companies other than GTEC and Pacific, as 
well as cabie companies and other telecommunication companies, are 
deploying fiber in the distribution network. 

GTEC asserts that the protestants· arguw.ents are based on 
speculation. failure to acknowledge the competitive landscape of 
telecommunications, the expectation that highly improbable events 
will occur, and the belief that regulation should not change. 

GTEC states that the two key CCTA arguments against 
lifting the preapproval requirements are: (1) that fiber is not 
cost effective in most of the distribution network; and (2) that 
the deployment of fiber raises serious technical issues such as 
pow~ring and reliability~ GTEC believes that the validity of these 
kinds of arguments are best addressed in the field and the 
marketplace, and not in the hearing room. GTEC argues that the 
Commission should not concern itself with the merits of engineering 
studies, but instead should focus its attention on the broad policy 
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objectives to be achieved, and the best regulatory ways of 
achieving those objectives. 

GTEC also argues that the eXisting mechanisms in NRF 

already protect consumers and competitors against cross-subsidy. 
According to GTEC, these safeguards include the price cap indexing 
mechanism, the categories of services which limit how prices can be 
changed, the establishment of cost floors for competitive services 
based on long run incremental cost (LRIC); the adoption of the 
FCC's Part 64 cost allocation mechanism for allocating costs 
between regulated and nonregulated services; the Commission's 
approval process for new services; the NRF monitoring program which 
requires the submission of numerous reports designed to monitor the 
Commission's NRF 90als;service~specific cost tracking in which 
costs are tracked and assigned to all of GTEC's individual products 
and services; and the tracking of research, development and 
deployment costs. with all of the above safeguards, GTEC contends 
that consumers and competitors are protected from cross 
subsidization. 

2. Pacific's Position 
Pacific's arguments as to why the fiber preapproval 

requirement should be eliminated are similar to those of GTEC. 
Pacific asserts that the preapproVal requirement is an unneeded 
regulatory procedure, and that customers and competitors are 
already fully protected by safeguards in the NRF structure, the 
Commission's research, development, and deployment (RD&D) 

procedures, and by the dramatic changes in technology and growing 
competition in the telecommunications market. In addition, Pacific 
contends that retention of the fiber preapproval requirement is 
contrary to the Co~~ission's technology-neutral infrastructure 
policy. 

According to Pacific, the NRF mechanism provides 
incentives so that GTEC and Pacific will make prudent, cost
effective investment decisions that benefit both customers and 
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shareholders, The NRF mechanism also contains monitoring and other 
requi~-ements whi?~h guarantee that the Commission has all the 
information it n"lieds to ensure that the system is working properly • • 
Pacific also points out that these NRF safeguards can only be 
changed if the Commission approves, which ensures that customers 
and the competition will not be harmed by the installation of 
fiber-beyond-the-feeder. 

Pacific also asserts that fiber is becoming cost 
effective as compared to copper beyond the leeder. In addition, 
Pacific argues that there are no cost or pe~'formance issues related 
to flber-beyond-the-feeder that necessitate retention of the fiber 
preapproval requirement. 

Pacific also states that the concerns about cost 
allo·cation do not warrant the retention of the -preapproval 
requirement. Pacific asserts that the service-specific reporting 
requirements, Part 64 cost ,allocation procedures and the RD&D 
tracking and reporting requirements for new prodUcts all ensure 
that cost allocation is being done properly, and that, if cost 
allocations need to be changeci in the future, there are procedures 
in place to capture all of the information needed to redo the cost 
allocations. 

Pacific also asserts, as did· the Commission in its 
Infrastructure Report to the GOVernor and in D.94-08-029, that the 
local exchange carriers (LEes) should be free to choose the 
technologies the LECs will use to bring advanced telecommunications 
to California. 

3. OCTA's Position 
CCTA is opposed to the elimination of the fiber-beyond

the-feeder preapproval requirement. CCTA asserts that the 
deployment of fiber-beyond-the-feeder, or coaxial.cable beyond the 
feeder, is only necessary for ·the provisioning of full motion, 
competitive, video services. CCTA argues that telephone ratepayers 
will not realize any improvement in the quality of their telephone 
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service as a result of such deployment. CCTA believes that GTEC 
and Pacific are only trying to cross-subsidize their entry into 
competitive video services. 

CCTA argues that the Commission's focus should be on 
whether fiber capacity is necessary for the provisioning of 
telephone service, whether fiber is a cost-effective replacement 
alternative for copper, and whether a fiber architecture is a more 
reliable technology than a conventional copper architecture. CCTA 
submits that the answer to all three questions is in the negative. 

CCTA contends that the preapproval requirement is an 
essential element of the NRF protecti~ns because this requirement 
protects captive ratepayers from cross-subsidizing the LECs' entry 
into competitive services. CCTA argues that the risk of cross
subsidization is great because a mOnopolY utility entering 
competitive services has a financial incentiVe to shift the costs 
associated with the competitive service to its captive telephone 
customers. If the preapproval requirement is lifted. the 
Commission will not have a chance to preview the investment or the 
assignment of costs prior to placing ratepayers at risk. In 
addition, CCTA contends that, if the commission lifts the 
preapproval requirement before implementing cost allocation rules 
for video services, the misassignment of costs associated with 
competitive services will·be assured. 

CCTA -argues that neither GTEC nor Pacific have shown that 
the circumstances suppOrting the fiber preapproval requirement have 
changed since the requirement was originally adopted, and that the 
reasons for the requirement remain as compelling today as they were 
when the requirement was first adopted. 

CCTA contends that given the substantial investment 
associated with the deployment of fiber-beyond-the-feeder, and the 
potential risk that monopoly telephone ratepayers would be 
subjected to as a result of that investment, the Commis-sion should 
retain the fiber preapproval requirement so that the commission has 
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advance notice of, and the right to decide, whether fiber-beyond
the-feeder ~hould be deployed. 

4. CCLTCts position 
CCLTC sUppoi-ts the efforts by GTEC and Pacific to expand 

and improve their infrastructure within California. CCLTC is 
COJ1Cel"ned, however, with the interrelationships between the 
telephone services offered by GTEC and Pacific, and their plans to 
offer video services. CCLTC believes the Commission must ensure 
that proper cost allocations occur with any fiber-beyond-the-feeder 
investments so that telephone ratepayers donot'subsidize the 
provisioning of competitive services by GTEC and Pacific. 

CCLTC contends that the fiber preapproval requirement was 
imposed because the Commission recognized that investment in fiber
beyond-the-feeder involved' much more money than other utility 
investments, and because such investments could create all types of 
potential problems underthe·NRF structure. 

CCLTC argues that this substantial investment could 
impact the NRF framework by eroding the LECs' realized rate of 
return, which c6uld.then impact shareable earnings. If customers 
of Category I services are required to pay more for these services 
as a result of the broadband investment, then a cross-subsidy of 
the bl."oadband services would result. In addition, if cel:tain 
portions of the NRF mechanism are eliminated as Pacific has 
advocated, that will heighten the risk of improper investment or 
cost allocation. 

CCLTC recommends that the fiber preapproval requirement 
remain in place until the commission determines that there are 
competitive alternatives for monopoly telephone services, and that 
the LECs lack the ability to pass on the costs of deploying the new 
infrastructure to their monopoly ratepayers. CCLTC also recommends 
that the preapproval requirement be restated in a technology 
neutral manner, i.e., the preapproval requirement should be imposed 
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for any deployment of broadband distribution facilities to the 
customer premise .-, 

5. ORA's bhsition • 
The Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA) does not oppose 

GTEC's petition to remove the fiber preapproval requirement. 7 

However, ORA believes that the Commission must place clearly 
defined accounting procedures in place so as to prevent the unfair 
allocation of VDT costs to customers of basic telephone service. 

ORA contends that the fiber preapproval requirement is 
inconsistent with the goals of the NRF. ORA argues that the NRF 
was intended to create a competitive environment in which_a state
of-the-art telecommunications infrastructure 'Would result. 

ORA asserts that the services to be provided OVel.
broadband facilities are predominantly category tIl discretionary 
services for which the investment risk is placed entirely upon the 
shareholder. DRA contends that equitable cost allocation 
procedures must be estabiished, and the potential for cross-subsidy 
removed. ORA also states that recovery of fiber or coaxial cable 
investments through the Z factor adjUstment, or by any other means, 
must be prohibited. 

DRA believes that the cost allocation issues associated 
with the deployment Of fiber-beyond-the-feeder, or for a 
fiber/coaxial cable investment, should be deferred to a subsequent 
proceeding, and should not delay the deployment of a state of the 
art broadband infrastructure. As an interim measure, ORA 

reco~~ends that the Commission require the establishment of a 

7 Due to the Commission's recent internal reorganization, most 
of the activities of ORA have been taken over by the Office of 
Ratepayer AdVocates (ORA). Since this proceeding was sUbmitted 
before the reorganization toOk place, we shall refer to DRA instead 
of ORA. 
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memorandum account to recol.·d the cost of investments in fiber
beyond-the- feeder and coaxial cable beyond the feedei.· so as to 
protect ratepayers when the preapproval restriction is lifted. 

6. MCI's position 
MC1, a major consumer of access and other LEe services, 

does not oppose evelltual Commission removal of the preapproval 
requirement. Mel, however, wants to ensure that the LECs are not 
able to cross-subsidize nontraditional services, such as VDT, with 
revenues acquired from captive ratepayers who have no need for such 
services. Regardless of what technology is used, Mel asserts that 
it is crucial that firm cost assignment and accounting procedures 
be in place so that the Commission can accurately identify and 
segregate LEC investments that are utilized to provide 
nontraditional services. . 

MCI contends that the NRF mechanism does not assure that 
telephone ratepayers will be protected from LEe cross
subsidization, and any attempt to mOdify the NRF mechanism has the 
potential to financially impact telephone ratepa}'ers. 

In the event the commission deletes the fiber prettpproval 
requirement, Mel contends that the Commission must establish a 
memorandum account. Mel also recommends that the commission 
establish an accurate cost causation and cost allocation 
methodology. That is, the cost of deploying interactive broadband 
networks should be assigned to those services which cause the new 
investment and additional expenses. Also, all LEC investment in 
fiber-beyond-the-feeder must be treated below the line for cost 
allocation purposes. 

Mel also suggests that if the Commission determines that 
any LEC investment in fibel'-beyond-the-feeder shbUld be recorded 
above the line, and therefore partially funded by ratepayers, a 
total service LRIC (TSLRIC) cost methodology should be applied to 
determine the appropriate price floors to establish for regulated 
services utilizing the new investment, and to determine what the 
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ratepayer contl.'ibution to funding such service, if any, should be. 
According to Mel, the TSLRIC studies would allow the Commission to 

detect any cross-subsidy associated with the LEes' broadband 

investment. 
7. 'IURN's Positio.ll 

TURN opposes the request by GTEC and Pacific to eliminate 

the fiber preapproval requirement. TURN contends that the fiber 
preapproval requirement is an important consumer safeguard that can 
help ensure that broadband costs are properly allocated for 
ratemaking purposes, and that the shareholders of GTEC and Pacific 
bear the risks of large-scale investments in fiber-beyond-the
feeder. According to TURN, the preapproyal requirement allows the 

Commission the opportunity to scrutinize the cost allocations 
associated with the propOsed investment for California ratemaking 
purposes, and to make clear to the LEes that the Commission will 

not permit broadband costs to affect the rates for voice telephone 
service. Pre approval also gives the Commission the ability to 

examine the technical issue of network reliability. 
TURN asserts that if the preapproval requirement is 

eliminated, and fiber investment takes place but customer demand 
for broadband services does not materialize~ GTEC and Pacific would 

have a strong incentive to shift the investment costs to captive 
ratepayers. TURN contends that GTEC and Pacific would either 
increase rates to customers of existing services that are not 
subject to effective competition, or they will try to ~hange the 
regulatory framework to deny those customers decreases that might 

be due to them under the NRF framework. 
TURN also contends that, if the preapproval requirement 

is eliminated, the FCC cost-allocation rules and the NRF cost 

tracking will not protect ratepayers. TURN argues that, if the 
Commission relies on Part 64 to allocate the costs of fiber-beyond

the-feeder, it is likely that voice te~ephone customers will end up 
improperly paying the majority of the broadband investment costs 
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because Part 64 allocates costs on the basis of relative use. If 
fiber to the home is installed, most of the minutes of use in the 
early years will be for traditional voice services. Thus, 
telephone ratepayers would be allocated most of the cost for 
broadband investment until a market developed for broadband 
services. TURN asserts that this concern with the FCC rules caused 
state regulators to ask the FCC to revise its rules. TURN argues 
that the cost allocation issue must be resolved before the fibth' 
preapproval requirement is lifted. 
C. Discussion 

1. What ShoUld be the FocUs of Our Inquiry? 
The advantage of fibe~ optic cable is its virtually 

unlimited capacity, and its ability to carry broadbaild signals. 
That capacity is limited solely by the capacity of the electronics. 
It is this ability for high capacity that makes fiber deployment 
beyond the feeder such a controversial issue. One of the reasons 
why parties are opposed to the elimination of the fiber preapproval 
requirement is because they do not want telephone ratepayers to end 
up subsidizing fiber capacity that can be used to carry services 
other than voice and data. 

CCTA argues that the Commission's focus should be on the 
cost effectiveness of deploying fiber-beyond-the-feeder. GTEC 
asserts that, in light of the competitive reality of the 
marketplace, the fiber preapproval requirement should be 
eliminated. Pacific argues that the fiber preapproval issue should 
be viewed in the context of the Commission's infrastructure goals, 
the NRF safeguards, the rapid technological changes, and emerging 
competition. 

We do not agree with CCTA that the singular focus should 
be on the cost effectiveness of placing fiber in the distribution 
portion of the network. Instead, the cost effectiveness of fiber 
is just one of many items that we should examine. We also need to 
have a clear understanding of why the fiber preapproval requirement 
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was adopted, and whether the circumstances have changed which might 
cause us to reconsidEn- the fiber preapproval l.-equirement. All of 
these things should be analyzed before deciding whether the fiber 
preapproval requirement should be eliminated. 

We note at the outset that, shortly after GTEC filed its 
petition to modify the fiber preapproval requirement, the 
Commission issued its Infrastructure Report in which a series of 
specific recommendations were made. The Infrastructure Report 
envisioned that various proceedings would be established to address 
the recommendations made in the Infrastructure Report. 
(Infrastructure Report, p. 47.) Among the Infrastructure Report's 
recommendations was the following: 

"PromOte a technology-neutral telecommunications 
infrastructure policy_ . Allow 
telecommunications provide~s in California to 
make their own investment decisions. including 
the type or technolOgY employed. The ' . 

. Co~~i$sion should reconsider its ban on fi~er 
'optic deployment beyond the feeder for local 
telephone companies." (Id., at p. 52.) 

Due to the timing of GTBe's petition for modification of 
the fiber preapproval requirement, and the issuance of the 
Infrastructure Report recommending that the commission reconsider 
the requirement, this proceeding is the appropriate place to 
reconsider the fiber-beyond-the-feeder preapproval requirement. 
Since all of the parties addressed the Infrastructure Report's 
recommendation in their testimony, there is no need to initiate a 
separate proceeding to review this issue again. 

2. why Was the Fiber Preapproval 
Requirement Adopted? 

In order to gain an understanding of why the fiber 
preapproval requirement was adopted, the reasoning behind the 
adoption of the NRF must be understood as well. 

A review of the NRF decision reveals that the NRF 
mechanisms were adopted in recognition of the tremendous changes 
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that had occUl:red in pl.-evious yeal.-s in the telecommunicat ions 
industry, the California marketplace, technolOgy, and state and 
federal regulations. (33 CPUC2d 61, 92.) Among the regulatory 
goals of the NRF were the following: economic efficiency; the 
encouragement of technological advances: financial and l.-ate 
stability; full utilization of the local exchange network; 
avoidance of cross-subsidies and anticompetitive behavior; low
cost, efficient regulation; and fairness. (33 CPuc2d 92-115.) 

The commission recognized that the regUlatory mechanisms 
adopted created sufficient incentives for Pacific and GTEC to make 
prudent investment decisions, protect ratepayers from poor choices, 
and protect competitors from cross-subsidy and predatory pricing 
activities. The NRF decision therefore concluded that Commission 
preapproval of network investments was not needed. (33 CPUC2d 149, 

219. ) 

However, the NRF decision imposed the fiber preapproval 
requirement. At 33 CPUC2d at 150, the commission rejected 
Pacific's proposal to perform a fiber-to-the-home field trial, and 
to begin deployment of fiber in the feeder infrastructure. In 
rejecting Pacific's proposal, the Corr~ission stated: 

"While such deployment may well be a wise 
investment, we do not wish to preapprove it. 
Pacific may choose to make such investments at 
its own expense and risk. As discussed in 
Section XI, Pacific will be required to receive 
commission authorization prior to making any 
investments in fiber-beyond-the-feeder system 
(other than small trials)." 

The Commission then went on to state in Section XI of the 
NRF decision that: 

liThe possibility that the local exchange 
carriers might begin construction of fiber 
facilities to residential customer premises 
engendered much controversy in phase II. While 
Pacific limited its request for approval to 
install fiber in the local loOp primarily to 
the feeder infrastructure (with only a small 
fiber-to-the-home field trial), CCTA fears that 
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this is merely the first step in construction 
of monopoly ra~epayer-funded fibe~ ~acilities 
capable of de11ver~ng cable teIev1s10n service. 
Because of the magnitude of investment needed 
to offer new services dependent on a fiber-to
the-customer infrastructure, as well as 
possible technical issues, we require the local 
exchan~e carrie~'s to file ap~lications for 
author1ty to offer such serV1ces prior to 
making any investment in fiber-beyond-the
feeder s¥stem, other than small-scale trials or 
fiber wh1ch the Commission has found to be cost 
effective in the provision of traditional local 
exchange carrier services. 1f (33 CPUC2d 
204-205.) 

Further evidence of what the Commission's intentions were 
at the time it adopted the fiber preapproval requirement are found 
in D.90-12-116 (39 CPUC2d 16), a decision approving depreciation 
accounting changes for QTEC and Pacific as part of the NRF process. 

In that decision. the Commission stated: 
"We included this (fiber pl"eapproval] provision 
in D.89-10-031 at the urging of eCTA, which ~ 
represented that this protection would meet its ,., 
legitimate concerns regarding an opportunity to 
review investment decisions that might directly 
affect their industry. This requirement 
applies whether or not the other legal 
restrictions now barring telephone utilities 
from providing cable television service are 
lifted." (39 CPUC2d 29.) 

Although the reasoning for imposing the fiber preapproval 
was not expounded upon in the NRF decision, it is clear that the 

Commission had three principal concerns when the NRF decision was 

adopted. The first concern was the cost of deploying fiber-beyond

the-feeder. The second concern was the "technical issues" 
associated with such deployment. The third concern was how 
deployment of fiber-beyond-the-feeder may affect cable television 

companies. 
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3. What Changes Have Occurred since 
D.89-10-031 Was Adopted? 

since the adoption of the NRF decision in October 1989, 

numerous changes have taken place that affect the 
telecommunications industry, Even the parties opposed to this 

petition for mOdification acknowledge that there have been changes 
relative to the environment in which the LEes operate, 

The NRF decision itself has been modified several times 
since its adoption. Some of the more notable changes include 

elimination of the requirement that GTEC return 50\ of the earnings 
between the benchmark rate of return and the ceiling rate of return 
to ratepayers (50 CPUC2d 684 (D.93-09-038), and that Pacific's 
rate will not beadjus~ed by a productivity factor for three years 

beginning in 1996, and GTEC's rate will not be adjusted by a 
productivity factor for two years beginning in 1991. (D.95-12-052, 
pp. 49-50.) NRF mOnitoring requirements have also been adopted in 
D. 91-01-056. (41 CPuc2d 89 ~) 

In addition, both GTEC and Pacific are now faced with 
competition for intraLATA toll customers as aut.horized in 
D.94-09-065. More recently, in D.95-07-054, D.95-i2-057 and 
D.96-02-072, the commission authorized competition in the local 
exchange market. Cable companies and telephone companies have also 
taken an active interest in entering each other's markets, as well 
as seeking strategic alliances with each other. Entry into the 
long distance "market by the regional Bell operating companies 

(RBOCs) has been made possible by the Federal Telecommunications 
Act 6f 1996. (47 U.S.C. § 151 et seq.) section 302 of the 

Telecommunications Act of 1996 also grants broad flexibility to the 
telephone companies as to how they can offer video programming 
services. 

Even earlier, back in November 1993, the Commission had 

issued its Infrastructure Report. That report made a series of 
recommendations, inclUding the following: open all 
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telecommunications services in the state to competition, streamline 
regulation so as to encourage innovation, eliminate the unnecessary 
costs of doing business in this state; and promote a technology
neutral infrastructure policy to the maximum extent possible, 
including a reconsideration of the ban on fiber deployment beyond 
the feeder system. 

Advancements in technology have also affected the 
telephone iridustry~ Advances in electronics have driven down the 
cost of deploying fiber relative to the cost of deploying copper. 
Other methOds of compressing and transmitting more data through 
existing copper wires have also been utilized. In addition, 
wireless technology offers providers an alternative to placing 
wires or c~bles intO the ~rotind. 

4. Do the Change in circumstances 
Warrant Retention of the Fiber 
Preapproval Requirement? 

a. The Changing NRF Framework 
Our next step is to analyze how all of these recent 

changes have affected the reasons for imposing the fiber 
preapproval requirement, and how they have affected the NRF goals. 

One of the arguments that Pa¢iflc and GTEC make is 
that the fiber preapproval requirement is inconsistent with the NRF 
stl.-uctut-e and incentive mechanisms. To the extent that the LEes 
are arguing that the fiber preapprovalrequirement shOUld never 
have been adopted, or that the requirement was inconsistent with 
the NRF at the time it was ad~pted, we do not agree. At the time 
the fiber preapproval requirement was ad6pted,such a requirement 
was consistent with the cow~ission's outlook during that time 
period. In 1989, the Commission had concerns about GTEC and 
Pacific making investments in fiber-beyond-the-feeder system. One 
must remember that in 1989, intraLATA toll and local exchange 
competition had not yet been authorized and was only on the 
planning horizon. 
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However, as changes have occurred, the commission has 
responded to the~.by adjusting the NRF mechanism. The NRF 
framework has not'.' remained static. When the NRF decision was fi1"st 

a 
adopted, the Commission included a provision for a formal periodic 
review. The cow~ission viewed the review as " ••. an opportunity to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the chosen details and balance in the 
adopted regulatory framework, and to make any mid-course 
corrections that may be needed." (33 CPUC2d 2()3.) GTEC and 
Pacific were invited to address the extent to which the NRF had met 
each of the Commission's regulatory goals as stated in the NRF 
decision. (Id., at p. 204.) In addition, the NRF decision 
recognized that, as the intraLATA market becomes mOre competitive, 
there will be an eventual migration of highly regulated services 
(Category I) to lE~ss regulated categories of service (Categories I I 
and 111). (id., at 127.) 

1n the first review ofNRF, the commission evaluated 
the effectiveness of the NRF mechanisms and safeguards. "certain 
adjustments were made to t~~ NRF, including adjustment of Pacific's 
productivity factor, as well as adjustments to Pacific's rate of 
return as used in the NRF mechanism. In addition, the GNPPI was 
replaced with the Gross Domestic P1-oduct Price Index, and the 
Z factor guidelines were clarified. (55 CPUC2d 1, 61-63 

(D.94-06-011).) 
Subsequent to the submission of this proceeding, the 

Commission had a second opportunity to review the NRF decision. In 
D. 95 -12--052, the Commission suspended the application of the 
productivity factor for Pacific and GTEC until the next triennial 
review. S In altering the NRF framework, the Commission 

8 By suspending the pl.'oductivity factor, the Commission set the 
productivity factor equal to the inflation factor. As noted 
earlier, the suspension of the productivity factor for GTEC does 
not begin until calendar year 1997. 
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acknowledged that the record ,",'as "adequate to change certain 
aspects of current NRF policies to conform with the changing 
market." The suspension of the productivity factor was in response 
to changes and developments in the telecommunications industry, and 
to reflect future long-term changes. (D.95-12-052, pp. 41, 51.) 

As competition grows in the local exchange, there may 
come a day when the entire NRF framework wili no longer apply to 
GTEC and Pacific. (See D.95-1~-OS2, p. 41.)9 The Commission has 
initiated that trend by opening up the intraLATA toll market and 
the local exchange market to competition. As markets are opened up 
and competition starts to develop, further adjustments to the NRF 

structure may be needed as well. (See D.96-03~020, pp. 53-59.) 
Part of that adjustment process includes a review of whether the 
fiber preapproval requirement is still required. 

h. Cost-Effectiveness of Fiber 
Beyond the Feeder 

At the time the fiber preapprovaT>requirement was 
adopted, one of the Commission's concerns was the magnitude of 
investment needed to deploy fibel.--beyond-the-feeder. Although the 
cost effectiveness of fiber-beyond-the-feeder is something which we 
need to consider before deciding whether the preapproval 
requirement should be lifted, We do not believe this should be 6ur 
exclusive focus. 

CCTA argues that the most important issue that the 
commission faces in decidil1g whether to remove the fiber 
preapproval requirement is whether it is cost effective for GTBC 
and Pacific to replace the existing copper plant with fiber. CCTA 
asserts that contrary to what GTEC and Pacific ~ould have the 

9 CCTA apparently reCOgnizes that all LEe services could become 
fully competitive, in which case the NRF price cap mechanism would 
no longer have to apply_ (See D.~5-12-052 at 32-33.) 
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Cotn..'1lission believe, tiber-beyond-the-feedel.~ will not be cost 
effective anytime soon. 

CCTA points out that'the cost studies of GTEC and 
Pacific are misleading because they only apply to new build areas 
~here no facilities currently exist. Under a new construction 
scenario, an investment must be made regardless of what technolOgY 
is used. CCTA points out that new builds and rebuilds account for 
only 2\ of all lines. If the remaining 98\ copper network were to 
be rebuilt using fiber~beyond~the~feeder, the replacement of that 
usable network would not be economically justified, according to 

CCTA. 
CCTA also asserts that the cost studies perforrned by 

GTEC and Pacific contain numerous errors. For example, in GTEC's 
second study~ CCTA asseits tha't GTEC used the wroIlg number for the 
fiber distribution cabling costs for the single familY 
subdivisions. CCTA's examples of Pacific's errors include 
Pacific's use of an inconsistent number of living units per optical 

. . 
network unit, and the use of an incorrect fiber-feeder-cable size 
in its assumptions. CCTA asserts that corrections of these two 
errors demonstrate that fiber-to-the-cul-b costs, as compared to 
conventional fiber/copper technology costs, will not cross over in 
the foreseeable future. 

GTEC argues that under NRF, the Commission created 
incentives for the LECs to operate in a more cost-effectiVe manner. 
Thus, an in depth review of the cost effectiveness of fiber is 
unnecessary_ 

GTEC also asserts that the technical issues raised by 
CcTA are not relevant to the outcome of this case. GTEC points out 
that the other protestants did not address these concerns in their 
testimony or in their briefs, and that CCTA's attempt to pOke holes 
in the cost studies asSume a level of micromanagement which is 
inconsistent with t-he Commission' s stated regUlatory goals _ GTEC 
contends that various other studies, besides GTEC's, show that 
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fiber to the curb is, or will shortly be, cost competitive with 
copper. Over tim~, GTEC also expects other fiber architectures to .. 
drop in price to ~. level comparable to copper architecture. CCTA , 
has also ignored the experience of its own membership, which is 
installing fiber at a rapid ra~e. 

Pacific contends that CCTA's criticisms 6f its study 
have no merit. As for the different number of optical network 
units used in 1991 and in 1993, Pacific says that fiber-to-the-curb 
systems have changed over time, and that Pacific used the most 
effective design for the 1993 study. As for CcTA's criticism that 
the study used the cost of a 144-strand-fiber cable instead of the 
cost of a 36-strand-fiber cable in its 1993 study, Pacific asseits 
that the 1991 study was modeled for a field trial and did not 
include additional growth in the feeder network. -The 1993 study 
was designed as a standard feeder installation, and therefore 
included future growth. 

Pacific contends that its studies show that the cost 
of fiber-beyond-the-feeder systems is steadily declining, and that 4It 
fiber to the curb will be cost effective as early as 1996. Pacific 
believes that fiber to the home will become cost effective sometime 
around the year 2000. pacific asserts that various industry 
sources support pacific's conciusions. 

DRA points out that under the price cap regulation 
that governs GTEC, the cost effectiveness of fiber-beyond-the
feeder becomes irrelevant. Instead, the NRF permits GTEC and 
Pacific to take risks and develop new services. ORA also asserts 
that the prevailing industry opinion is that fiber-beyond-the
feeder already is, or is going to be in a year or so, cost 
effective. 

Despite CCTA's criticisms of the cost-effectiveness 
studies of GTEC and Pacific, it is apparent that fiber to the curb, 
especially in a new build scenario, is increasinglY cost effective. 
Advances in fiber eiectronics have led to increases in system 
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capacities and decreases in costs. These deCl"eaSeS in equipment 
costs are expected to continue. As the Commission previously noted 
in D.94-10-033 at page 13, fiber is already com~etitive with copper 
for many distribution plant uses, and declining cost trends will 
likely make it universally competitive in the future. 

We agree with GTEC and DRA that the issue of cost 
effectiveness takes on less importance as the c?mpetitive 
environment changes. For all investments other than fiber-beyond
the-feeder, the Commission expressed an intent in the NRF decision 
not to conduct prudency or reasonableness reviews. The NRF was 
envisioned as a mechanism that created sufficient incentives for 
GTEC and Pacific to mak~ prude~t investment decisions. (~3 CPUC2d 
at p. 149.) As the Infrastructure Report noted, the Commission 
should not get tied up in examining the details of whether a 
particular techl\ology is cost effective to deploy or not. This is 
especially true when the LECs' competitors are free to invest in 
whatever technology they want to utilize. Furthermore, with the 
opening of all teleco~munications markets to competition, GTEC and 
Pacific will probably be precluded from increasing their telephone 
rates to pay for fiber-beyond-the-feeder investments. 

The cost effectiveness of fiber-beyond-the-feeder is 
only one of several other factors to consider in deciding whether 
the fiber preapproval requirement shouid be eliminated or not. We 
examine those other factors in the sections which follow. 

c. Technical issues Related to Fiber Deployment 
At the time the fiber preapproval requirement was 

adopted, the Commission also mentioned a concern about the 
technical issues associated with deploying fiber-beyond~the-feeder. 

CCTA argues that the placement of fiber raises 
several technical issues of concern. The first is that fiber 
systems require power to run the networks associated electronic 
components. Those network components are located out in the field. 
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In order to power the fiber network, a copper wire must be placed 
with the fiber cable. CCTA asserts that this will increase costs 
because of the costs and maintenance associated with parallel and 
separate fiber and copper cables. In addition, CCTA points out 
that, to ensure against loss of service from power outages, the 
electronic compOnents must be backed up with DC batteries. Due to 
short battery lile, CCTA contends that standby generators at each 
site are also required. In the alternative, there must be a 
sufficient number of generators available for deployment in case of 
an extended power outage. 

A second issue that is raised as a result of the 
powering issue is the reliability of a ftber system. Fiber in the 
loop is dependent upbn the copper wire for power. if the copper 
wire fails, there will be no power except for the backup sources of 
power. Since numerous electronic compOnents are also needed for a 
fiber system, CCTA contends that there are a number of other 
components that can fail as well. 

CCTA contends that a third issue with deployment of 
fiber is that a voice telephone customer will not notice any 
distinguishable upgrade in the quality of service. CCTA also 
points out that other methods of transmitting high-speed data are 
available, and that those methods have a comparable leVel of 
quality and are cheaper than deploying a fiber network. 

According to CCTA 6 a fourth. problem with a fiber to 
the curb architecture is that testing the entire loOp will be mOre 
difficult and/or expensive because in that kind of architecture 
there is a copper drop to the customer's premise. CCTA asserts 
that because there are two different transmission mediums involved 
between the home and the central offi~e, different kinds of tests 
are needed to test the fiber portion and the copper portion. 

With regard to the powering and reliability issue, 
Pacific asserts that CCTA fails to appreciate that Pacific's 
reputation is built on service quality and reliability. Pacific 
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points out that each remote location will receive power from an 
alternative source if commercial power is lost. The backup power 
will come initially from batteries, and then from portable 

generators .. 
GTEC points out, that its method of powering a fiber 

network is the same that is used for copper cable and remote 
switches. The number of remote powering sites required for a f~ber 

network are also comparable to the existing copper network. Since 
the two types of network are similar in those respects, GTEC 
asserts that a fibe1" network is just as reliable as a copper-based 
network. GTEC also points out that this type of pOwering and 
backup design proved reliable during the Northridge earthquake and 

recent fires in Southern california. 
A review of the evidence leads us to conclude that 

there is not a significant difference between the powering and 
backup design for conventional copper networks and libernetworks. 
There is no concrete evidence to suggest that the power systems for' 

fiber networks will be less reliable than existing power systems 
for copper networks. Regardless or whether there is a traditional 
copper network or a fiber network in place, if power is lost for an 
extended period of time, neither network design will allow calls to 

be completed since those designs do not have redundant Oi.· duplicate 

facilities beyond the feeder. 
We are also not persuaded by CCTA's argument that 

because, a fiber network requires more electronics, a copper 
network is more reliable because there are fewer components to 
malfunction. Both GTEe and Pacific pOint out that the electronics 

ill a fiber-beyond-the-feeder system allows the utilities to use 
automatic monitoring procedures to run tests so that potential 
problems can be identified and corrected before system performance 
deteriorates or fails. Pacific also mentions that the electronics 
used in a fiber-to-the-curh network are the same type of reliable 
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components that are being used today in the fiber interoffice and 
fiber feeder networks. 

OCTA's reliability arguments also ignore the 
responsibility that each public utility has. Under Public 
utiliti.es Code § 451, tlEvel.-Y public utility shall furnish and 
maintain such.adequate, efficient, just. and reasonable service • 
.•• equipment, and facilities, •.. as are necessary to promote the 
safety, health, comfort, and convenience of its patrons, employees, 
and the public. II We l.-emain committed to ensuring that telephone 
customers are provided reliable service, regardless of the 
technology that is employed. 

As for OCTA's argument that there are cheaper ways of 
upgrading the copper network instead of replacing it with fiber, 
GTEC points out that the broadband services of the futUre will 
require more bandwidth than can be supplied by the technolOgies 
that CCTA advocates be used. Pacific also points out that one of 
the technologies that ceTA recOmmends be used, Asymmetrical Digital 
subscriber Line (ADSL) , is ineffective as the distance from the 
central office increases. In addition, ADSL has limited capability 
f6r two-way communications. 

The issue of whether the existing copper network 
should be upgraded, or if it should be replaced with libel:, raises 
the question of whether the Commission's policies shOUld remain 
technology neutral. That issue is addressed later in this 
decision. 

d. How Fiber Deployment May Affect 
Cable Television Providers 

As mentioned earlier, another concern of the 
Commission was how the deployment of fiber-beyond-the-feeder could 
affect cable television companies. Cable television companies are 
affected because the deployment by GTEC and Pacific of fiber
beyond-the-feeder enables the latter to carry video programming 
into their customers· homes. The cable companies and the other 
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protestants do not want telephone customel."S subsidizing the cost of 
an improvement that is likely to be used to offer video 
programming. The potential for cross-subsidization l."aises several 
issues: (1) at what point in time should the fiber preapPl"oval 
requirement be lifted; and (2) are there cost allocation rules in 
place so as to detect any cross-subsidization taking place. 

(1) When Should the Fiber Preapproval 
Requirement be Bliminated? 

Some of the protestants argue that the fiber 
preapproval requirement should remain in place until other events 
occur or certain rules are put in place. For example, TURN 
contends that the preappi."oval l.iequirement should l.~emaln in place 
until the FCC resolves how it will handle the jurisdictional 
separations issues associated with video dialtone. Others argue 
that the preapproval requirement should not be eliminated until 
there is effective competition in the marketplace. 

We first address the issue of whether the 
preapproval requirement is dependent upon the FCC clarifying its 
jurisdictional separations requirements beforehand. 

TURN contends that the fiber preapproval 
requirement should not be lifted until the FCC resolves the issue 
of how to allocate the costs of plant that is used to provide both 
telephone and broadband services, such as VDT. TURN points out 
that in this Commission's February 8, 1994, comments to the FCC in 
Pacific's VDT application, we requested clarification of the FCC's 
jurisdictional separations requirements, and how the assignment of 
joint and commOn costs of video and nonvideo uses would be split 
between the federal and state jurisdictions. 

GTEC recognizes the jurisdictional-allocation 
issues that TURN has raised, but points out that these concerns 
apply to fiber in the feeder portion, in which GTEC does not need 
preapproval, as well as to fiber-beyond-the-feeder. 
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Pacific contends that retention of the fiber 
preapproval requirement and the cost allocation of video arc two 
separate issues. and do not have to be resolved together. Pacific 
asserts that the preapproval requirement should be eliminated 
because it is inconsistent with the Commission's Infrastructure 
Report which recognized the rapid pace of technological changes and 
the growth of competition in the California telecommunications 

market. 
It is important to note that the purpose of the 

fiber preapproval requirement is to allow the Commission and 
interested parties an oppOrtunity to review the plans of GTEC and 
Pacific to deploy fiber-beyond-the-feeder before they do so. The 
purpose of the FCC's jurisdictional separations requirements, on 
the other hand, is to decide how costs will be appol.-tioned between 
the federal and state jurisdictions. Although we believe that the 
allocation of costs between video dialtone and telephone service is 
of utmost importance, as discussed later in this decision, the 
preapproval requirement is not dependent on how the FCC allocates 
these costs. 10 If we wait until the FCC resolves the various 
jurisdictional separations issues before deciding whether the fiber 
preapproval requirement should be eliminated, that may 
unnecessarily delay any plans that GTEC and Pacific have bf 

improving the infrastructure. 
Another important point to keep in mind is that, 

except for some limited trials, VDT and other services that use a 
broadband network have not been offered to the general public. At 
the time GTEC or Pacific seek authority to offer such services, the 
Commission will have the oPpol.-tunity to determine how the costs 

10 The FCC is examining cost allocation issues associated with a 
LEe's provisioning of video programming services in FCC Docket 
No. 96-112. 
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associated with the new services should be treated. If improper 
cost allocations were made, then corrective steps may be taken so 
that no cross-subsidization results. 

Acconlingly, consideration of whether the 
preapproval requirement shoUld be eliminated may be taken up before 
the FCC resolves the jurisdictio~al-separation issues. 

The protestants also argue that the fiber 
preapproval requirement should not be lifted until there'is 
effective competition in the marketplace. 

CCTA contends that in a truly competitive 
environment, CCTA would have no problem with eliminating the 
preapPl."oval requirement because rates would be set by the 
marketplace, and not by a price cap formula. Since no truly 
competitive environment exists yet, CCTA maintains that the fiber 
preapproval requirement must be retained. cerA asserts that 
removing the'preapproval requirement before true competition is 
reached will subject captive ratepayers to cross-subsidies. 

CCLTC asserts the issues of fiber deployment and 
VDT service are of criti~al impOrtance so long as GTEC and Pacific 
maintain large shares of the local telephone market. CCLTC argues 
that, until there is effective local competition, there will be a 
need to oversee the risk of irnpl.·oper cost allocation to cap.tive 
ratepayers. CCLTC concedes that, once effective local competition 
is in place, the issue will be less significant, however, until 
then, the Commission has a continuing obligation to the state's 

ratepayers. 
TURN contends that, given the current situation 

in the local~exchange telecommunications market, the preapproval 
requirement is necessary to promote competitively neutral 
infrastructure development. TURN argues that it will take some 
time before there is effective and robust competition for all local 
exchange-service customers and, until there is, Pacific and GTEC 
will have the incentive to persuade the FCC and this Commission 
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that the costs of broadband services should be borne by customers 
of telephone services. 

GTEC and Pacific argue that the protestants 
ignore how toll and local exchange competition will prohibit 
significant increases to basic rates because 56-called captive 
ratepayers will soon be presented with a variety of 
telecommunications optiollS ~ With full competition scheduled for 
January 1997, GTEC and Pacific assert that basic economic theory 
provides that price subsidies will no longer be sustainable. 
Instead, with competition, the result is that there will be 
tremendous downward pressul-e on the basic rates of GTEC and 
Pacific. 

We believe the development of competition will 
opel-ate as a safeguard that may prevent GTEC and pacific from 
1.-aisin9 their basic telephone i.-ates in order to subsidize the 
building of a fiber network capable of offering broadband services. 
As local competition intensifies, the LEes will be forced to offer 
competitive rates for all services or face losing customers. If 
GTEC and Pacific decide to make investments in fiber-beyond-the
feeder, and they attempt to pass on those investment costs to their 
customers, it is likely that a new provider will entel· the market 
and offel- telephone sel.-vice at a lower rate than that of GTEC or 
Pacific. 

Hence, we do not wish to wait until there is 
effective competition in the toll and local exchange markets before 
eliminating the fiber preappl."oval requirement. By waiting, all we 
are doing is imposing a preapproval requirement on GTEC and 

Pacific, while their competitors are free to invest in whatever 
technOlogy they feel is appropriate. The~-efol'e, elimination of the 
preapproval requirement should not be delayed until there is 
effective competition in the marketplace. 

Another argument of the protestants as to wby 
the preapproval requirement should not be eliminated is that the 
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.. 

preapproval requirement is part of the NRF protections. ~hey 

contend that the preapproval requil'e~ent should remain in place 
until the protections are no longer needed. For example, CCTA 
contends that the NRF is a carefully balanced framework, and that 
part of the balance is the fiber preapproval requirement. Although 
there have bee~ changes since the NRF decision was adopted, CCTA 
maint~ins that the changes ar~ not sufficient enough to have the 
commission rescind the preapproval requirement. 

HoweVer, this argument does ignore the 
significant changes that have taken place since the fiber 
preapproval" requirement was ~dopted. ·At the time NRF was adopted, 
competition by othei;. providers foi~ toll andiocal· calls was only 
being talked abOut. Recent changes have altered those discussions, 
and turned them into actual opportunities .. ccTA's own witness 
conceded during the hearings that the competitive environment has 

changed since 1989. 

GTEC and 
enabling 
feeder. 

The protestants also ciaim that the attempts by 
Pacific to modify the NRF h."amework are for the purpose of 
them to obtain mOnies to invest in fiber-beyond-the-
They fear that any changes to the NRF will be to the 

detriment of telephone ratepayers. Unless the fiber preapproval 
requirement remains in place, there will be no oppOrtunity to 
challenge the LEes' recovery of monies used for imprudent fiber 
investments. As an example I "the pl.-otestants argue that, if 
investment in tiber-beyortd-the-feede~ is not profitable, earnings 
may drop below the earnings floor. If this occurs for two years in 
a row, the LEC may then seek to increase its rates under the NRF 

structure. 
We do not believe that changes to the NRF 

framework, or the unprofitable offering of broadband services, will 
cause the rates of telephone customers to increase. As we noted 
earlier, GTEC and Pacific will face incl."easing competitive 
pressures to keep their telephone rates low. If they attempt to 
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raise their prices to recover the cost of unprofitable investmentSt 
more efficient providers of telephone service may price below GTEC 
and Pacific, and take away their customers. 

Another safeguard against an increase in rates 
is that the Commission must approve any proposed rate increase, or 
change to the ~RF framewol-k. This approval process will affol'd 
interested parties an opportunity to challenge any proposed rate 
increase or change to the NRF framework. The Commission has 
previously noted that a proposed increase in rates will be subject 
to scrutiny. In 0.9Q-12-116 (39 CPUC2d 16), the Commission 
cautioned that it would hesitate to approve a request for an 
increase in rates if thel-e was evidence that' "imprudent investment 
or improper cross subsidies were a substantial cause of the low 
earnings." (39 CPUC2d at 28.) 

In addition if the fiber preappl'oval reqUirement 
remains in place, GTEC and Pacific will be at a disadvantage when 
theb try to react to future opportunities. As noted in the 
Inf;astructure Report, micromanagement should be eliminated, and a --_ 
technology-neutral policy should be pursued. A technology-neutral 
policy is favored because the rapid advances in technology make it 
very difficult for companies to take time while deciding what type 
of technology should be deployed. As the Commission noted in the 
Infrastructure Report at page 26~ 

" (the) telecommunications infrastructure is 
a hostile environment for conventional 
public planning. The astounding rate, 
vast scope and unpredictable nature of 
technological innovation strongly suggest 
that any public strategy which is 
preoccupied with direct technolOgy 
planning faces a high probability of 
failure ... 
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If we retain the fiber preapproval requirement, 
what that will me.~n is, if either GTEC 01.' Pacific decides to place 
fiber in the disU-lbution portion of their net~'orks, they will have 

I 

to go through the regulatory procedure of applying for the change. 
This regulatory review process is likely to take some time and 
resources. We believe this effort would be wasteful. Due to the 
many changes that have occurred since the NRF decision was adopted, 
elimination of the tiber preapproval requirement ~t this time would 
be consistent with the NRf's goal of low cost, efficient regulatory 
review. . In a fast-moving industry such as telecommunications, 
regulatory delays should not unnecessarily impede the timelY 
business decisions that competitors must make to stay ahead. 

CCTA next argues that many of the advanced 
telecommunications services that GTEC and Pacific seek to provide 
can be performed over the existing copper network ~r with minimal 
upgrades to the existing network. CCTA contends that the current 

.network can provide such advanced services as telemedicine, home 
corr.munication, inte:t'activeshopping by telephone, and video 
services at studio quality. In addition, CCTA contends that 
several technolOgies, such as ISDN and ADSL, allow an increased 
amount of data to be transmitted oVer conventional copper lines. 

CCTA's argument runs counter to a technology
neutral policy. It should be left to the providers to decide which 
technology should be used to offer telecommunications services in 
the future. As the Commission noted in 0.94-10-033 at pages 12 to 
13 (56 CPUC2d 598, 605), it would be unwise for a LEC to rely on 
upgrading existing networks with enhanced older technology in light 
of the pace of technological evolution. BY retaining the 
preapproval requirement for fiber; we would be expressing a 
preference for other technologies that do not require preapproval. 
However, those technolOgies may not be the means of choice to meet 
future telecommunications needs. The fiber preapproval requirement 
also hampers the ability of GTEC and Pacific to respond quickly to 
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new market opportunities,· while their competitors are not faced 
with the same constraints. Instead of impOsing regulatory hurdles, 
we should let technology and the newly competitive markets decide 

. . 

what type of telecommunications infrastructure should be built. 
This technoiogy-neutral policy also finds support 

in the Telecommunications Act of 1996.' section 706(a} of Titie VII 

of the Act provides that each state with l-egulat6ry jurisdiction 
over telecommunic~tions services shall encourage deployment of 
advanced telecommunications' capability on a reasonable and timely 
basis. bepioymemt· can be· enc6uraged by using "measures that 
promote competition in . the local"'tel.ecommunications market, or 
other regulat big methods that remoVe barriers to infrastructure 
investmerit."The term "advanced telecommunications capability" is 
defiried in section 706(c) (1) 4s fOllows: 

"The term 'advanced telecommunications 
capability' is defined, without regard to 
any trah$missi6nmedia·or technol6gy, as 
hi9h~speed!switc~ed, .broadband 
telecotrunun1cati6nscapability that enables 
users to originate and receive high
quality v6ice, data, graphic, and video 
telecoml'minicati6ns using any technology." 
(Emphasis added.)" 

We reaffirm our commitment toward a technology
neutl.-al telecommunications infrastructure poiicy as expressed in 
the Infrastructure Report, arid in 0.94-08-029 at pages 12 and 
13. 11 Such a policy leaves it up to telecommunication providers 
to make their own investment decisions; including the type of 
technology they should employ. As a result of su~h a policy, the 
investment decisions should lead to a state-of-the-art 
telecommunications infrastructure. 

11 In 0.94-08-029; the commission denied etTA's petition to 
modify D.89-10-()31.to include a new preapproval requirement for the 
deployment of coaxial cable beyond the feeder. 
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In making these investment decisions, GTEC and 
Paci fie should also fully beat' the risks and rewards of such 
investments. (See Infrastructure Report, p. 28.) We caution GTEC 
and Pacific that this technology-neutral policy is not meant to 
allow improper cost allocation of their investment decisions. Nor 
will cross-subsidy of nonregulated services be paid for by the 
custOmers of regulated telecommunication services. We intend to 
closely scrutinize how costs should be allocated when new broadband 
services, such as VDT service, are offered to the public by GTEC 

and Pacific. 
(2) Cost A1 locat ion and cross-subsidization 

CCTA recornme~ds that, for all fiber deployment 
beyond the feeder, the total cost of such deployment should be 
recorded below the.line. ·In the alternative~ a memorandum or 
deferred account should be set up to book the deployment costs 
until it is determined that· fiber-deployment costs are being' 
charged properly to regulated operations. CCTA also recommends 
that GTEC and Pacific file a monitoring report for the current 
year, and a three-year p1.~6jection, of their fiber deployment plans. 
CCTA recommends that the report contain the foliowing: how much 
fiber the incumbent LEe plans to deploy; the cost of the fiber; 
where it intends to deploy the fiber; and when it anticipates 
deploying the fiber. 

Mel ar9ues that the commission should establish 
firm cost-assignment and accounting procedures before the 
deployment of interactive broadband networks takes place. 

GTEC argues that the recommendations of CCTA 
should be disregarded. GTEC contends that the reco~mendations are 
~ontrary to the intent of 0.89-10-031 to eliminate regulatory 
review of investments, and would allow cable television companies 
to gain competitive information. 

pacific argues that CCTA's recommendations are 
essentially the same recommendations that CCTA made in the 1992 NRF 
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review, which were rejected by the commission. (See 0.94-06-011 at 
pp. 94, 100.) Instead of adopting cerA's recommendations, the 
Co~mission adopted a procedure recommended by ORA and pacific in a 
settlement. Pacific asserts that CCTA's recommendation was 
rejected in 0.94-06-011 because of a concern that beiow-the-line 
treatment of all RD&O expenditures could chill GTEC's and Pacific's 
incentives to develop new products and services. 

DRA c~>ntends that the Commission 90eS not need 
to resolVe the cost-allocation issues associated with the 
deployment of broadband networks in this proceeding. When VDT 
offerings are propOsed. DRA states 'that it plans to review any 
allocation scheme that would unfairlY allocate VDT costs to basic 
telephone service. 

We believe ·that appropl.-iatemeasures are in 
place to ensure the proper t~ackirtg of fiber-beyond-the~feeder 
costs, and the proper allocation of such costs sO that there will 
be no cross subsidization of competitive set-vices by regulated 
services. 

In adopting the NRF mechanism, the commission 
also continued and expanded the monitoring and reporting 
requirements of GTEC and Pacific. One of the reasons forthe·se 
reqUirements is to ensure that the commission has the necessary 
information to detect cross-subsidies and anticompetitive behavior. 
(See 33 CPuc2d at pp. 194-199.) servi.ce-speci.fic cost-tracking 
procedures, and mOnitoring reports, were developed il1D.91-07~056 
(41 CPUC2d S9). In addition, in D.92~07-076 (45 CPuc2d 158), the 
Corrmission approved a settlement which requires pacific to track 
expenditures related to RD&D of all new prodUcts and services. 
That settlement agreement was further refirted in a settlement 
adopted in D.94-06-011 at pp. 94-160 (55CPUC2d). Similar RD&D 
reporting requirements were imposed on GTEC in a settlement 
approved in D.94-06-011. (D.94-06-011, pp. 100-10~~ App. C (55 
CPUC2rl) .) 
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The service-specifip cost-tracking procedures 
adopted in 0.91-07-056 allow the Commission staff to analyze a 
particular service's profitability and help evaluate the potential 
for anticompetitive behavior by tracking the revenues and costs 
associated with the various service offerings. The cost tracking 
follows the FCC Part 64 cost~attribution hierarchy. With this type 
of cost information, the commission expects ORA, the successor to 
DRA, to closely monitor the NRF framework, cost tracking and cost 
allocation, and to investigate al~eas of concern. (41 CPUC2d at 
96. ) 

The monitoring reports adopted in D.91~07-056 
include reporting of research and development (R&D) budgets, as 
well as information pertaining to network planning, operations, and 
engineering studies. The commi'ssion commented that information 
accompanying the R&D budgets "may be useful if a problem concerning 
cross-subsidy arises, or if we need to determine the l-ationale {Ol.' 

earni.ngs that fall below the lower level threshold, currently 8.25\ 

rate of return." (41 CPUC2d at 111.) With regard to the network 
planning, operations, and engineering studies, the monitoring 
information includes repOrting of fiber investments in both the 
feeder portion and in the distribution portion of the network. In 

addition, a listing of fiber development projects is to be 
supplied. 

Pacific's RD&D reporting requirements obligate 
Pacific to track the investment and direct expenses for all new 
products, and to provide an annual report on product-development 
activities. The tracking is to start no later than the feasibility 
analysis stage. (45 CPUC2d at p. 163.) In D.94-06-011, the 
Commission agreed to a procedure whereby Pacific and ORA agree to a 
preliminary categorization of potential products. If DRA does not 
agree to Pacific's preliminary categorization, then Pacific will 
book it on a below-the-line basis, subject to later commission 
review. At the time the product is formally categorized, if the 
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Commission determines that the product should be booked below the 
line, but it had been recorded above the line, then Pacific would 
refund to ratepayers the costs associated with that pYoduct on a 
retroactive basis. Conversely, if the Commission determines that 
the product should be categorized above the line, instead of below 
the line, Pacific would be entitled to seek cost recovery of the 
sharable-earnings impact. (0.94-06-011, p. 99; 45 CPuc2d at 
p. 164.) 

Similar RD&O reporting requirements for GTEC are 
included as part of GTEe's service-specific cost-tracking report. 
(0.94-06-011, pp. 100-102, App. C.r 

There are also other monitoring reports which 
Pacific and GTHC must supply to the commission. For example. 
Pacific has to supply the following reports: a capital-budget 
summary; constl.-uction-expenditures retiremenf; forecast of 
investment & usage; actual use of investment; and the federal cost 
allocation manual. (41 CPUC2d at pp. 104-105, App. A.) In 
addition, Pacific is obligated to provide current-year data on 4t 
technology deployment, plus a three-year projected schedule of 
future technolOgY deployment. (0.94-06-011, pp. 107-109.) GTEC is 
obligated to provide, among other reports, its intrastate results 
of operatio}l, and separated results of operations. (41 CPUC2d at 
pp. 104-105, App. S.) In addition, 0.94-06-011 requires GTEC to 
provide data on technology deployment as well. (D.94-06-011 at 
pp. 109-111, App. Bf Att. 2.) 

The FCC, in establishing a framework for open 
video systems, stated that the risk of a misallocation of costs 
resulting from a bundled offering of telephone and video services 
will be safeguarded against by the FCC's Part 64 cost-allocation 
rules and any amendments to those rules. (FCC 96-249, par. 248.) 

Since no VDT service offerings are imminent, we 
do not have to resolve the issue of how the costs of broadband 
services should be allocated. We believe, however, that the 
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tracking and monitoring repOrts, and the other procedures described 

above are sufficient to allow us to track the expenses associated 
with fiber deployment to properly allocate the costs, monitor any 
possible cross-subsidization, monitol.' fiber deployment plans, and 
determine possible effects on the NRF. (See 0.94-06-029, p. 13.) 
With these protections in place, cost-allocation issues of VDT or 

other broadband service offerings can be handled when the 
Commission categorizes the service offering as an above-the-line or 

below-the-line service. As ceTA's witness acknowledged, if the 
proper reporting of details is done, the Commission can derive how 

the service is being offered, and can determine the costs 
associated with the new service. We are confident that the staff 
of the Commission, as well as other interested parties, will 

closely examine the cost allocation of VDT when that service 
offering is made. For the above-stated reasons, we decline to 

adopt CCTA's l"ecommendations to require that all costs be recorded 
beIO\.,.-the-line, or that a separate memorandum account be set up, 

for fiber-beyond-the-feeder deployment. 
s. CCLTC's Proposed Restatement of the 

Fiber Preapproval Requirement 

CCLTC requests that the Commission restate the fiber 

preapproval requirement so that it applies to the deployment of any 
kind of broadband distribution facility that goes to the customer's 

premises. 
GTEC claims that CCLTC's proposed restatement of the 

preapproval requirement is even more anticompetitive and 
restrictive on LEe operations than the eXisting fiber preapproval 

requirement. It would be cumbersome. and would clearly cover 
situations which are not subject to pl:eapproval today. Pacific 
says that CCLTC's desire to expand the preapproval requirement is 

inconsistent with the Co~rnission's technology-neutral 
infrastructure policy. Such a broadening would not let the LECs 
make their own decisions about what type of technology to employ; 
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and is inconsistent with the Commission's technology-neutral 
infrastructure po~icy. 

CCLTC I s':l.-equest l.-uns counter to what this Commission is 
\ 

trying to achieve. The Infrastructure Report favors a technology-
neutral approach. By enlarging the preapproval requirement to 
cover any kind of broadband technology, we would place those 
technologies at a distinct disadvantage since they would be subject 
to approval before investments in them could be made. In 
D.94-0S-029 at page 13. the Commission specifically rejected CCTA's 
request to expand the preapproval l.-equhCement to coaxial' cable 
beyond the feeder. The Commission stated in that decision that a 
technolOgy-neutral path allows telephone companies and cable 
television companies to make their own investment decisions as to 
the type of technology they should employ. Accordingly, CCLTC's 
request to restate the preapproval requirement so that it covers 
any deployment of broadband distribution facilities to the customer 
premises is denied. 

6. Comments to the ALJ1s Proposed Decision 
Roseville's comments support the outcome in the ALJ's 

proposed decision. However, Roseville believes that the proposed 
decision should be clarified to state that the preapproval 
requirement established in D.S9-10-031 is eliminated for all LECs 
who are subject to the NRF. Roseville points out that after the 
fiber-beyond-the-feeder issue was submitted. the Commission adopted 
decisions to regulate Citizens Telecommunications Company of 
California and Roseville under the NRF. (See D.9S-11-024 and 
D.96-12-074.) Roseville contends that although ORA unsuccessfully 
argued in Roseville's rate case that the fiber preapproval 
requirement should apply, Roseville remains concerned that ORA or 
others could use the language in the ALJ's proposed decision to 
argue that the NRF LECs other than Pacific and GTEC should be 
subject to the preapproval requirement. To avoid such an argument, 
Roseville recommends that ordering paragraph 2 of the ALJ's 
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proposed decision be clarified to exclude the other NRF regulated 
LECs from the requirements of ordering paragraphs 24, 25, and 26 of 

D.89-10-03l. 
We decline to mOdify ordering paragraph 2 of this 

decision as suggested by Roseville. We specifically noted in 
Roseville's last general rate case that the fiber-beyond-the-feeder 
requirements contained in 0.89-10-031 applied only to GTEC and 
Pacific, not Roseville. (0.96-12-074. p. 74.) This is readily 
apparent by reading ordering paragraphs 24i 25, and 26 of 
D. '89-10-031. It is thel.-efol.-e unneccessary to expand ordering 
paragraph 2 of this decision to explicitly state that the fiber 
preapproval requirements contained in 0.89-10-031 do not apply to 
the other NRF regulated LECs as well. 

TURN's comments argue that there is n6 evidence to 
support the ALJ's proposed decision that the presence of 
competition will pi.·otect l.'atepayers fl<om i."ate increases which aloe 
likely to resuit from the deployment of fiber beyond the feeder. 
In addition, TURN contends that the changes to the NRF framework to 
which the ALJ's proposed decision refers to, took effect after the 
record in this proceeding was closed. TURN also contends that the 
Co~~ission should adopt Mel's recommendation that tracking 
mechanisms be adopted to ensure that broadband costs are not 
subsidized by regulated telecommunication services. 

Both Gl'EC and Pacific contend that none of TURN's 
arguments haVe merit, and therefore its comments should be 
disregarded. GTBC and Pacific point out that the proposed decision 
relied on numerous other factors aside from the impact of 
competition to justify elimination of the preapproval requirement. 
GTEC and Pacific also argue that many of the modifications to the 
NRF occurred before the close of hearings in this matter, and that 
the Commission correctly considered those changes, as well as the 
subsequent changes to Commission decisions and the passage of the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996. 
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We have reviewed the comments of TURN and the reply 
comments by GTEC and Pacific. We agree with GTEC and Pacific that 
TURN's comments should not alter the result recommended in the 

ALJ's proposed decision. 
7. Sunnary 

The fiber-bey6nd-the-feeder preapproval requirement was 
appropriate at the time when it was adoptea, but circumstances have 
changed. Since the adoption of the NRF decision in 1989* the 
Commission has opened toll markets and local markets to 
competition. In addition, the RBOCs will be allowed to compete in 
the long distance markets once certain conditions at'e met. Cable 
television companies are also planning to enter these telephone 
markets, while GTEC and Pacific, and others, may offer television 

programming. 
One of the goals behind the NRF was to encourage 

investments by GTEC and Pacific. The Infrastructure Report also 
expressed a desire to develop an advanced telecornmunications 
infrastructure through competitive entry_ To achieve this, the 
commission recommended to the Governor that unnecessary regulatory 
burdens that restrict innovation, be eliminated, including a 
reconsideration of the fiber preapproval requirement. The report 
also favored a technology-neutral approach in .our policies. 

Our review of why the preapproval requirement. was adopted 
in the first place. the changes that have taken place in the 
competitive environment since then. and technology convince us that 
the fiber-beyond-the-feeder preapproval requirement should be 
eliminated. As for the cost-allocation and cross-subsidization 
issues that the protestants have raised. we believe that sufficient 
tracking and monitoring repOrts and procedures are in place to 
enable us to make a just determination of how much of the broadband 
costs shOUld be allocated to telephone ratepayers. However, 
resolution of cost-allocation issues should be deferred until 
either GTEC or Pacific offers VDT services or other broadband 
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services to the public. Accordingly, OTHe's petition fot
modification of D.89-10-031, and Pacific's joinder in that 

petition; are granted. 
Findings of Fact 

1. On August 4, 1993, GTEC filed its petition to modify 

D.89-10-031 (33 CPuc2d 43) . 
2. GTHe's petition seeks to remove ordering paragraphs 24, 

25, and 26 of that decision. 
3. Those ordering paragraphs imposed upon GTEC and Pacific 

the reqUirement that they first seek Commission approval before 

investing i~ fib~r optic cable-bey6nd~the-feede~ systems. 
4. Protests to GTEC's petition for modification were filed 

by CCLTC, eCTA, Mel, and TURN. 
5. In late 1993, the Commission issued its InfraRtructure 

Report. 
6. At the prehearing conference of December 14, 1993, 

Pacific joined in OTHe's petition to modify D.89-10-031. 
7. On December 24, 1993, CCTA filed a separate petition to 

modify D.89-10-031. 
8. CCTA's petition for modification sought to expand the 

preapproval requirem~nt to include investments in coaxial cable 

beyond the feeder system. 
9. D.94-08-029 denied CCTA's petition to expand the 

preapproval requirement to include coaxial cable beyond the feeder 

system. 
10. Evidentiary hearings into GTECrs instant petition for 

modification of D.89-10-031 were held from February 27, 1995, 

through March 10, 1995. 
11. This matter was submitted upon the filing of concurrent 

reply briefs on May 9, 1995. 
12. In D.89-10-031, the Commission replaced the traditional 

cost-of-service regulation under which GTEC and Pacific had been 

formerly regulated with a new regulatory framework. 
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13. D.89-10-031 eliminated Commission preapproval of 
telephone-network investments, except for fiber optic cable-beyond 
the-feeder systems. 

14. In imposing the fiber preapproval requirement, the 
Commission stated that the reasons for doing so were the magnitude 
of investment needed to offer new services and possible technical 
issues. 

15. 0.89-10-031 also stated that the NRF creates a strong 
profit-driven incentive tor the utility to manage its operations in 
the most efficient manner possible, and that the elimination 6f 
preapproval for telephone-network investments should encourage the 
LEes to aggressively pursue new technologies and services. 

16. An advantage of deploying fiber optic cable is its 
virtually unlimited capacity,and its ability to carry broadband 
signals. 

17. One of the reasons why parties are opposed to the 
elimination 6f the fiber preapproval requirement is because they do 
not want telephone ratepayers to end up subsidizing fiber capacity ~ 
that can be used to carry services other than VOice and data 
service. 

18. The NRF mechanism was adopted in D.89-10-031 because of 
the tremendous changes that had occurred in previous years in the 
telecommunications industry, the California marketplace, 
technology, and state and federal regulations. 

19. The regulatory goals of the NRF include the following: 
economic efficiency; the encouragement of technolOgical advances; 
financial and rate stability; full utilization of the local 
exchange network; avoidance of cross-subsidies and anticompetitive 
behavior; low cost, efficient regulation~ and fairness. 

20. 0.90-12-116 stated that the fiber preapproval requirement 
was adopted at CCTA's request, which represented that this 
requirement would meet CCTAts concerns regarding an opportunity to 
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review investment decisions that might directly aff~ct the cable TV 

industry. 
21. The parties opposed to the petition for modification 

• acknowledge that, since the adoption of 0.89-10-031, there have 
been changes to the environment in which the LEes operate. 

22. 0.89-10-031 has been modified several times since its 

adoption. 
23. GTEC and Pacific now face competition for intraLATA toll 

customers, as well as in the local exchange market. 
24. Cable·· companies and telephone companies have taken an 

active interest in entering each other's markets, as well as 
seeking strategic alliances with each other. 

25. As a result of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, the 
long distance market will be opened to competition by the RBOCs in 
the future. 

26. The Infrastructure Report made a series of 
recommendations, including the followingt open all 
telecommunications services in the state to competition; streamline 
regulation so as to encourage innovation and eliminate unnecessary 
costs of doing business in California; and promote a technology 
neutral infrastructure policy to the maximum extent pOssible, 
including a reconsideration of the ban on fiber optic deployment 
beyond the feeder system. 

27. Advancements ill technology have also affected the 
telephone industry. 

28. At the time the fiber preapproval requirement was 
adopted, that requirement was consistent with the Commission's 
outlook. 

29. In 1989, intraLATA toll and local exchange competition 
had not been authorized. 

30. 0.89-10-031 included a provision to review the details 
and balance in the NRF, and make any mid-course corrections that 
might be needed; 
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31. When the Commission suspended the application of the 
productivity factor in 0.95-12-052, the Commission stated that the 
record was adequate to change certain aspects of the NRF policies 
to conform to the evolving market. 

32. Advances in fiber electronics have led to increases in 
system capacity and decreases in costs. 

33. Decreases in fiber equipment costs are expected to 
continue. 

34. There is not a significant difference between the 
powering and backup design for conventional copper networks and 
fiber networks. 

35. There is no evidence to suggest that the power systems 
for fiber networks will be less reliable than existing power 
systems for copper networks. 

36. We are not persuaded by ccrA' s al."gument that because a 
fiber network requires more electronics than a copper network, the 
fiber network is less reliable. 

37. The introduction of Competition, and competitive forces, 
may prevent GTEC and Pacific from raising regulated telephone rates 
in order to subsidize the building of a broadband fiber network. 

38. In D.90-12-116, the Commission stated that it would 
hesitate to approve a request for an increase in rates if there was 
evidence that imprudent investment or improper cross-subsidies were 
a substantial cause of the low earnings. 

39. It should be left to the providers to decide which type 
of technology should be used to provide telecommunications services 
in the future. 

40. We reaffirm our commitment toward a technology-neutral 
telecommunications infrastructure policy as expressed in the 
Infrastructure Report, and in D.94-08-029. 

41. GTEC and Pacific should fully bear the risks and rewards 
of their investment-making decisions. 
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42. A technology-neutral pOlicy does not mean that improper 
cost allocation should be the result. nor should nonregulated 
services be cross-subsidized by customers of regulated 
telecommunication services. 

43. In adopting the NRF mechanism. the Commission also 
continued and expanded the monitoring and reporting requirements of 
GTEC and Pacific. 

44. One of the reasons for the monitoring and reporting 
requirements is to ensure that the Commission has the neces~ary 
information to detect cross-subsidies and anticompetitive behavior. 

45. service-specific cost-tracking proc~dures and monitoring 
reports were developed in D.91·07-056. 

46. The co~~ission requires Pacific and GTEC to track 
expenditures related to RD&D of all new products and services. 

47. The commission expects ORA to closely monitor the NRF 
framework, cost tracking and cost allocation, and to investigate 
areas of concero. 

46. Since no VDT service offerings are imminent, we do not 
have to resolve the issue of how the costs of broadband services 
should be allocated. 

49. Cost-allocation issues of .VDT or other broadband service 
offerings can be handled when the commission categorizes such 
service offerings as above-the-line or below~the-line. 

SO. CCLTC's proposed restatement of the fiber preapproval 
requirement runs counter to a technology-neutral-infrastructure 
policy. 
conclusions of Law 

1. Exhibit 72-PC shall be received into evidence under seal. 
2. Official notice shall be taken"of ~he FCC Order and 

Authorization pertaining to GTEC's VDT application, which was 
released on May 5, 1995. 
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3. Official notice shall be taken of the FCC Order and 
Authorization pertaining to Pacific's VDT application, which was 

released on August 15, 1995. 
4. Since no one has objected to any of the proposed 

transcript corrections, those corrections will be made to the 

reporter's transcript. 
5. The cost effectiveness of deploying fiber-beyond-the

feede): should. not be the sole determinant in deciding whether the 
fiber preapproval requirement should be eliminated. 

6. As markets are opened up, and competition starts to 

develop, furthe'r adjustments to the NRF structure may be needed, 
including a revie\ ... of whether the fiber pl'eapproval requirement is 

still required. 
7. The issue of cost effectiveness takes on less importance 

as the competitive environment changes. 
8. Regardless of the technology employed, every public 

utility has the obligation to furnish and maintain adequate, 
efficiertt, just, and rea~6nable service. 

9. The purpOse of 'the fiber preapproval requirement is to 

allow the Commission and inte'rested parties an opportunity to 
review the plans of GTEC and Pacific to deploy fiber-beyond-the

feeder before th~ latter do so. 
10. The purpose of the FCC's jurisdictional separations 

requirements is to decide how costs will be apportioned between the 

federal and state jurisdictions. 
11. The fiber preapproval requirement is not dependent on how 

the FCC provides for jurisdictional separations. 
12. At the time GTEC or Pacific seek authority to offer VDT 

or other broadband services, the Commission will have the 

opportunity to determine how the costs associated with the new 
service should be treated, and, if improper cost allocations were 

made, to order corrective steps so that no cross-subsidization 

results. 
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13. Consideration of whether the fiber preapproval 
requirement should be eliminated may be taken up before the FCC 
resolves the jurisdictional-separation issues. 

14. The Commission should not wait until there is effective 
competition in the marketplace before eliminating the fiber 
preapproval requirement. 

15. Any proposed rate increase or propOsal to change the NRF 
framework, must be approVed by the Commission, which will afford 
interested parties an opportunity to challenge any such changes. 

16. Due to the many changes that have occurred since the NRF 
decision was adopted, elimination of the fiber preapproval 
requirement at this time would be consistent with the NRF's goal of 
low cost, efficient regulatory review. 

17. At this juncture, retaining the preapproYal requirement 
for fiber-beyond-the-feeder expresses an unreasonable preference 
for other technologies that do not require preapproval. 

18. The fiber pre approval requirement hampers the ability of 
GTEC and Pacific to respond-quickly to new market opportunities, 
while their competitors are not faced with the same constraints. 

19. The pursuit of a technology-neutral policy finds support 
in the Telecommunications Act of 1996. 

20. Appropriate measures are in place to ensure th~ proper 
tracking of fiber-beyond-the-feeder costs and allocation of costs 
in order to monitor any possible cross-subsidization, monitor fiber 
deployment plans, and determine possible effects on the NRF. 

21. CCTA's recommendations to require that all costs related 
to fiber deployment beyond the feeder be recorded below-the-line, 
or in a separate memOrandum account should be denied. 

22. CCLTC's recornmendation to restate the fiber preapproval 
requirement should be denied. 

23. GTEC's petition to eliminate the fiber-beyond-the-feeder 
preapproval requirement contained in D.89-10-031, and Pacific's 
joinder in that petition, should be granted. 
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ORDER 

IT ISORDERBO that: 
1. GTE California Incorporated's (GTBC) petition to modify 

Decision (D.) 89-10-031 by eliminating ordering paragraphs 24, 25, 
and 26, and Pacific Bell's (Pacific) joinder in that petition, is 
9 l "anted •. 

2. The requirements of ordering paragraphs 24, 25, and 26 of 
D.S9-10-031 (33 CPUC2d 43) shall be l'emoved from D.89-16-031, and 
shall no longer be imposed on GTEC or Pacific. 

3. The Cable cable Television Association's recommended 
accounting treatment for fiber-beyond-the-feeder is rejected. 

4. The California Committee for Large Telecommunications 
Consumers' request to expand the fiber preapproval requirement is 
denied. 

This order becomes effective 30 days from today. 
Dated June 25, 1997, at San Francisco, California. 

P. GREGORY CONLON 
president· 

JESSIE ~. KNIGHT, JR. 
HENRY M. DUQUE 
JOSIAH L. NEEPER 
RICHARD A. BlLAS 

Cormnissioners 

I will file a written concurring opinion. 

lsI JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR. 
Commissioner 
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APPENDIX A 
List of Appearances 

petitioners: Judith A. Endejan, and Elaine M. Lustig, for GTE 
California Inc.; and Gregory L. Castle, and Robert Mazique, for 
Pacific Bell. 

Protestants: Lee BUl.·dick, Can."ington F. philip, and Jennifer 
Johns, for California Cable Television Association; Joseph S. 
Faber for California committee for Large Telecommunications 
Consumers; Mark E. Brown for Mel TelecoffimunicationsC6rporation; 
and Thomas Long, and Regina Costa, for The Utility Reform 
Network, formerly known as Toward Utility Rate Normalization 

Interested Parties: Randolph W. Deutsch, and Karen P6tkul, for 
AT&T comm'll1licati6ns 6f -California, Inc.; Jeffrey F.· Beck, and 
Jillisa Br6nfman for CP National, Evans Telephone company, GTE 
West Coast Inc .. , Kerman Telephone Company, Pinnacles. Telephone 
Company, The Siskiy~:)U Telephone company, Tuolunu'le Telephone 
Company, and The Volcano Telephone C~~panYi Ellen S. Deutsch for 
Citizens utilitiesC6mpany of California; E. Gart~Black, and 
Mark P. Schreiber, for coOper, Whi~e & Cooper; Rufus G. Thayer, 
and Ramesh Joshi, foi.- the _ office of Ratepayer Advocates; . 
formerly known as the Division of Ratepayer Advocates; Ed perez, 
alld Preston Mike, fol.' the City of Los Angeles. 

Commission Advisory and Compliance Division: John Guiterrez, and 
Karen Jones. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 



1. 87·//·0.U 
D.97·06·090 

CO~tMISSIONER JESSIE J. KNIGHT JR,. CONCURRING 

I wholeheartedly support the removal of the restriction on investment in fiber,optic tech. 
nolog)' beyond the feeder contained in D.89·10-031 (33 CPUC 2d at 236·231). I do not support 
the removal of this restriction because of a de.sin~ or bias to see widespread deployment of fiber 
optics. but rather because this restriction is unnecessary and runs counter to this Commission's 
well articulated policies on infrastructure development. as outlined in our 1993 Infrastructure 
Report to the Governor. entitled Enhancing Cali/om/a's COmptlitiw.' Strength: A Strategy for 
Tdtcommullfcalion.r In!raJlrucluu. 

Given the current state of the market and current regulatory mechanisms, market forces 
will dictate the cost-effecth'c roll-out of aU technologies, including fiber-optic technologies. If 
the marketplace detemlines that deployment of fiber optics is economic. then such investment 
should take place and be welcomed by its aUendanl market niche. On the other hand. if the mar· 
ketplace detemlines that extensive investment in fiber optics is not ecoiloillic. then io\'c..stnrent 
dollars should migrate to where more cost-effective projects reside. Only through a system of 
free markets can we realize a truly efficient aUocalion of society's resources. 

In our 1993 Infrastructure Report. California e.schewed command and control regulation 
as our strategy to bring the benefits of advanced telecommunications to the slate. At that historic 
point in time. the Commission committed California to reliance on free market principles to spur 
the appropriale dewlopment pfoc\'~S to deploy our tele-comniunications infrastructure. This n!· 
strktion on fiber-optic deployment in the 1989 New Regulatory Framework decision (D.89-10-
031) is an anachronistic throwback to command and control, cost-of-service regulation. 

The powerful combination of an incenlive-based pricc-tap regulatory framework for our 
larger local telephone companic.s and the opening of the local telec<)fllmunitations market to 
competition. render the restriction on deploYnlent of fiber-beyond-the-feeder unnecessaJ}'. To
day's perfomlance-based regulation and market conditions create incentiws that are fat better 
protections against uneconomic investment than any bureaucratic cost-effectivc test this regula
tOf)' agency would oversee. 

Should Pacific Ben and GTEC make uneconomic decisions, as busine·sses sonlelimes do. 
these same market forces and regulatory structures will ensure that they will bear the conse· 
quences of those decisions. 

This decision by the California Public Utilities Commission continues our implementa· 
lion of California's telecommunications infrastructure strategy and hefps to assure that the heavy 
hand of regulation ~ llQt pick winners and Io.sers in the marketplace, regardle.ss whether it in
volves fiber optics, wireless. satellite. or any other new technological variant that is on the tele
communications horizon. 

lsi Jessie I. Knieht. Jr. 
Je.ssie J. Knight. Jr. 

Commissioner 
Sa1J Francisco. California 

June 25. J9~7 
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CO~IMISSIONER JESSIR J. KNIGHT JR .• CO~CURRING 

I whoJeheal1edly support the removal of the restriction o.n investment in fiocr-optic «'('h
no108), beyond the fn:-d('r contained in D.89-1O-031 (33 CPUC 24.1 at 236-237). I do not support 
too r.:'moval of this restriction bo..'C'ause of a de.sire or bias to see widespread deploYll'lent of fiber 
optics, but n~thcr \x'Canse this re·striction is un~e('essaJy and runs counter to this Commission's 
we1l ruticuJat('d policies on infrastructure development. as outlined in our 1993 Infmstnlcturc 
Report to the Governor. entilJed 1:)111imcing Cali/ofilia's Comp~liti\'~ Strellgth: A Strat~gy fOT 
TdccOllll1llUl ic.'ations Ill/m structure. 

Given t~e cure.:'nt slate of the market and current tegulatory nk"'-Chanisms. market forces 
will dictate the cost-cfl"l"'-Cti\'c roll-out of all (t"(hno)ogie-s. induding fiber-optic technologic.s. If 
the n1arkelptacc detennine.s that deployment of fiber optics is economic, then such invcstnle-nt 
should take place and be welcomed by its attendant market niche. On the other hand. if the mar
ketplace detennines that extensive inve·stment in fiber optics is not economic. then investment 
dollars should migmte to \"here more cost-efl"l"'-Ctive projects reside. Only through a system of 
free markers can we realize a truly dlicient allocation of society's resource·s. 

In our 1993 Infraslmcluro Report. California eschewed command and control regulation . 
as our s(r',\tegy to bring the Ocnefits of ad\,anc .. --d leJccomnlunications to the state. At that historic 
point in time, the Commission committed California to r('Jiante on free matkel principles to spur 
the appropriate development pooce.ss to deplo)' our telecommunications infrastructure. This re
striction on fiber-optic deployment in the 1989 New Regulatory Fmmcwork decision (D.S9-10-
031) is an anachronistic throwback to command and control. cost-or-service regulation. 

The powcrful combination of an incentive-based price-cap regulatory framework for our 
larger local telephone companic.s and the opening of the local telecommunications market to 
compelition. render the restriction on deploymcnt of fiber-beyond-the-fecder unn('('cssar)'. To
day's P<'rfom'lance-bascd regulation and market conditions create incentives that are far better 
protections against uneconomic inw.slment than any bureaucratic cost-cO"l"(th'c test this regula
(ory agl'nc)' would overseC'. 

Should Pacific Bell and GTEC make unt"'Conomic dt'("isions, as businesses sometimes do, 
these same market forces and regulatOIY structure-s will ensure that they will ix'ar the conse
quences of those decisions. 

This 4ecision b}' the Califomia Public Utilities Commission continues our irllpJementa
tion of California's telecommunications infr..lstructure slmtegy and helps (0 assure that the heavy 
hand of regulation ~ M1 pick winners and losers in the marketp1ace. regardless whether it in
volvcs fiber optics. wirele.ss. satellile. or any other ncw technological \'aliant that is 011 the tele
communication loriz n. 

San FTllJlcisco. Califomia 
JUlie ~5. 1997 


